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Trust vs. Insurance Roundtable



With recent funeral trust 
scandals, how does the trust 
industry rebuild trust?

Hardy: Although  it may  be difficult 
to implement in today’s environment, 
trusts would benefit from having 
guaranty  associations so that, like 
the insurance industry, the  strong 
companies  support  the  policies of the 
companies that  fail. If an  insurance 
company fails,  which  is much  rarer 
than  a trust  failure, the worst  case for 
a funeral home is that  growth  may be 
less than  anticipated, but  the  policy 
face amount  will be paid.

Mannix: It’s  important to  note  that the  
trust companies were   not  the culprits  
in the latest batch of scandals. The  
recent problems in Illinois, Wisconsin 
and California were not due  to  trust  
companies’ failures  but due  to lack  of 
oversight of the executive directors and  
association boards that watch the director.
 What can be done to ensure 
that proper oversight is in place? 
Transparency is a  must. There  must be  
a  master trust  agreement that dictates 
what  are  allowable invest ments for  the  
trust. It  must enumerate  what  fees   are   
to   be charged. And there should be an 

Inflation affects everything, including funeral costs. So prepIanning makes 
financial sense for families and  funeral firms. The question for funeral 
professionals,  then, is where to place those preneed funds? Is insurance 
the best option? Do trusts offer more? Is a combination of both an option? 
We turned to Tom Hardy, chairman,  president and CEO, Unity Financial 
Life Insurance Co.; Mark Mannix, president and founder of Cooperative 
Funeral Fund; and W. H. (Bill) Williams Jr., president and CEO, Funeral 
Services, Inc., for answers.

annual report made available to the 
participants of the  trust  prepared  by 
an accountant.  
 Currently yields  on secure  
invest ments  are  very  low.  However, 
one must  remember  the  primary  goals  
of a Funeral  Trust: #1.  Preservation 
of principal. #2. Attempting to pace 
any inflationary impact on the  cost  of 
providing  that  funeral  selected. 

Williams: To  rebuild confidence 
within the funeral industry, companies 
must  provide  complete  transparency 
of  a trust’s  investments. Complete 
transparency requires companies to 
adopt  practices that  provide  a system 
of transactional checks  and  balances 
to  assure  an  accurate,  market  value 
report of  earnings from  the  trust’s 
financial investments. Each  month, 
funeral directors should receive  and 
review their trust  statements, which 
should report the  total fair  market 
value of their  account and the fair 
market value of each individual preneed 
contract  within their   trust account.
 In addition, trust companies 
and investment managers must  create  
a sound investment policy statement 
appropriate for the needs of the trust 
and follow these investment policies 
rigorously. Unfortunately, this  has not  
always happened in the  past. Trust 
companies and  investment managers  
must  understand  the unique situation 
of  each  death-care provider, including 
each  provider’s tolerance for  risk.
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Are there advantages in using 
trust and insurance preneed 
funding together?

Hardy: Trust may  have  some  advan-
tages for funding the preneed contracts 
that  insurance companies don’t value 
as highly as they  do for preferred 
customers.  This includes imminent 
deaths and , to a  lesser extent, the very  
highest ages. For these policies, most 
insurance companies offer a  reduced 
growth rate, reduced commission rates, 
and a smaller bump than is available for 
individuals in a 60-80 year  age range. 
Also,  first-year deaths usually result 
in commission chargebacks.  Even 
with the   limitations, these policies are 
the least profitable for the insurance 
company.
 If a  prospective customer doesn’t 
have enough  resources for   a  single 
premium policy  and their income is 
very irregular so they will have trouble 
keeping a  policy in  force, trust may   
be  a  more flexible alter  native. In  my  
view, almost all mainstream preneed 
candidates are best  served by a preneed 
insurance policy  from a reputable 
company.

Mannix:  Using a  mix  of  trust and 
insurance products is a choice  for  the 
funeral business  owner. If you  have  a 
younger and  healthier mix of preneed 
clients, commissions may provide 
funding  for  a   more  aggressive 
marketing program to  further  build 
your preneed base.  For  older clients 
76 or  8 0 commissions are   insignif-
icant, and given the  higher age  you 
risk chargeback costs.

Williams:  There are  several advan-
tages to  offering families a  choice  of 
preneed contracts funded by a trust  or 
insurance.  A   key    advantage to offering 
both types of  programs  is broadening 
your client base by enhancing your  
firm’s ability  to  serve families with 
a variety of financial backgrounds. 
For  many, insurance  funded preneed 
contracts that will pay the balance 
on  the installment contract should 
the  insured  die before the  contract 

is paid  in full may  be the only way to  
ensure that funeral expenses are  covered 
at the  time  of death. By providing an  
insurance product in addition to  a trust-
funded offering, funeral directors provide 
families with products and services that  
they  might  not  be   able to otherwise 
afford. For funeral directors, this could 
mean the difference of a casket  burial  or 
direct cremation.

How has the economy impacted 
funding?

Hardy: This really is a  multi part 
question, and many of the answers are 
not clear.  The overall preneed funding 
market has  been essentially flat for a 
decade   but this  is primarily the  result of  
demographics, not  economics. For the 
last several years, our  prime prospects  
were born in  the 1930s, which   was  a  
time of  low   birthrates. We  are  about 
to  start serving those born  in the 1940s, 
which  will produce high growth for  both  
preneed  and  at  need  business.
 Even   though all  of  us  think our 
personal inflation rate  has  been  high, it  
really has been   historically low. This  is 
reflected in  both  trust  interest rates and  
insurance growth rates.
 I suspect that  funeral  directors are 
far more  informed about the  problems of 
trust  funding than  their families are so I 
don’t see  these issues affecting individual 
customer choices but   it should impact  
the choices offered by funeral homes.

Mannix:  I’m  not  sure. I think that
those funding for  “peace of  mind” 
reasons are more concerned about the 
funds they  spend. Those funding for 
Medicaid must  spend  down what  they 
can to qualify.

Williams: The economy has impacted 
funding in several ways, some  of  which  
you  might  not  expect. Even in  the recent 
recessionary environment , trusts with a  
sound investment policy statement  have 
generally had  a greater rate  of  return 
than  insurance , thanks to their typically 
sound investment policies. The  assets 
that trusts typically invest in  - usually a  
mix of  stocks and bonds - may  carry 

a  slightly greater risk, but with higher 
risk comes higher  reward. In regard 
to  risks, it is wise to remember that 
after the market   crash in 2008,   some 
insurance companies simply ceased 
to exist, leaving insurance-funded 
programs in the  lurch.
 The recent adverse news about 
trusts has  been  very  misleading for 
those   who  do  not  know the  facts.  In 
the case of  the Wisconsin Funeral Trust, 
millions of  dollars were, indeed, lost.  
They  were  lost,  though, because   the   
in vestment   policy statement was  not  
designed with  the needs  of the  trust in 
mind, which  led to  inappropriate and  
risky  investment decisions. This kind 
of  situation  is completely avoidable  
by creating  a system  with  checks and  
balances and by instituting a prudent 
investment policy statement.

What due diligence do funeral 
professionals need to do before 
selecting a trust or preneed 
program?

Hardy: There are  well under 10 preneed  
insurance companies that are national in  
scope, and we  all  have websites  that  
either  provide  good  data or   will   lead 
a  funeral director to someone  who can 
provide a lot of data. A.M.  Best rates  
insurance companies, and  one should  
look  for  a company in its  “Secure” 
category (B+ or  higher). Insurance 
companies primarily invest in bonds. 
In  today’s low interest environment, a  
company should  have large  unrealized 
gains in its  portfolio and very little 
invested in  below investment grade  
junk bonds.

Hardy: The funeral professional 
should look   to  see  what checks and 
balances are  in  place  - what are  the 
investments? What are  the  fees?  Are 
there government agencies that  have 
oversight on  the trust and its managers? 
How long has  the trust been established,  
and what is  its track record?
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Williams:   Proper  due  diligence 
includes  selecting  a trust  model  
that  is well-suited for both the funeral 
business and for the families it serves. 
Funeral professionals should also  
rely on  a balanced investment policy 
statement customized to  their needs and 
implemented by a reliable investment 
partner.  
 Funeral directors should rely  
on separate providers to manage invest-
ments and to administer the fund. They 
should  also  break  down the  responsi-
bilities into segments including the 
trustee, the investment manager, an 
independent firm  that evaluates and 
reports on the investment performance, 
and a  trust administrator/preneed 
contract record keeper. This way, 
conflicts  of  interest  are  avoided, 
and  a system of checks and balances is 
created,  which  can  only  benefit  death  
care providers and their client families.
 A single firm  could serve  as both 
trustee  and  investment  manager, but  
it is important to  have  an  independent 
third party  to  measure  and  report  the 
trust’s investment performance and  to 
ensure  the  trust is in compliance with 
the investment policy statement.

What are your thoughts about the 
future of preneed funding?

Hardy:  Although I’m probably not 
unbiased, I expect  insurance funding 
to continue to  increase  its market 
share. Around the  country, too  many  
funeral homes have  been impacted 
by the trust problems for  the issues to  
go  away soon.  Also, when  a trust is 
underwater there are no  easy solutions 
for recovery.  This  probably means that 
for years  to  come  there will still  be 
some disappointing distributions.
 Although insurance companies 
are safer, the  low  interest rates  
certainly have reduced profit  levels. 
This is particularly evident with single 
premium policies. It may  be some time 
before  we get  back  to  “the good old 
days” for  insurance growth rates.

Mannix: Medical breakthroughs will  
keep  us  living  longer; however I don’t 

think it has slowed the  onset  of illness.  
As such, Medicaid will  swell as the  
population ages.

Williams:  It  is my  hope  that, in the 
future, the profession as a  whole 
recognizes the  need for  a more sophis-
ticated approach to the business aspects 
of  preneed funding. In  days gone by, 
funeral directors could be very  successful  
financially due  to  large profit margins. 
Today, those large margins are gone, and 
economic conditions make  it  mandatory 
to  pay more attention to developing a 
higher degree of  business acumen. Most 
people go  into  this  business because 
they  genuinely like the  idea of serving 
people in  a time  of  need.  I hope  that 
never changes. In  the  future, profes-
sionals are going to  have  to  deepen their 
understanding of  the  ways the various 
preneed funding alternatives affect their  
livelihoods.

Are there any preneed funding 
trends that you are noticing? 
Anything funeral professionals 
should keep their eyes on?

Hardy: I believe the  demographic 
trends are  going to  be much  stronger 
than  most  of us are  willing to forecast. 
There are  just going  to  be a  lot  more 
funerals in our  future, which should 
mean a  lot  more preneed contracts. 
Even  if  insurance continues to  get  a 
growing market share, trust funding 
may  see as  much   business  as they  get 
now.  Even though cremations continue 
to grow,  many  of the  contracts we 
see demonstrate that cremation doesn’t 
necessarily mean expensive. For  at least  
funeral  homes and  preneed insurance  
companies,  I  am  very optimistic about 
the next decade.

Mannix:  There are many trends in 
the  industry that can  impact choice 
of products and/or services;  however 
the factors that  impact desire/need to 
prefund remain the  same.  
 I think that funerals will reflect 
individual taste and choices. The industry 
must, as a  whole, market funerals as a  
service of  worth, an event  that brings  

siblings and  cousins and friends 
together that may   not have seen each 
other for years.  
 Not  long ago  I had   befriended 
an older couple in a restaurant. I told 
them what I did, and the wife  said 
“they can  put  me in a cardboard box. 
They  don’t have  to  spend  any  money 
on  me.” I told her  that the  funeral 
wasn’t for her, as she will be dead.  The 
funeral (other than the final disposition)  
was  for  her  family  and  friends to get 
together. Weddings and  funerals bring 
family members and friends together 
that  may  not  have  seen  each other 
in years.  These  events force us to 
take  time  out  of our  busy lives to  
pay attention to the people in  them;  by 
both  remembering someone who  was 
important to us and  by reacquainting 
with  people who still are.

Williams: Two  recent  trends that our 
industry should keep an eye  on  are non 
traditional funerals and consumers who  
are  becoming more and more cost-
conscious. Many funeral directors are  
struggling to find exactly what  their  
customers want.
 We  also  find  that funeral 
profes sionals often overvalue the 
commission paid  to  them for  selling 
insurance-funded preneed programs. 
It is tempting to  take  the  up  front  
cash, but  it  is often wiser  to  consider 
the higher earnings potential offered by 
trust-funded programs.  
 I think death-care professionals 
should also  watch the  emerging field 
of  hybrid preneed funding programs, 
which combine the best  aspects  of 
both insurance and trust  funding.  As  
a  profession, we  also need to keep an 
eye on the effects of the recent cases of  
mismanagement in the preneed arena. 
Legislation proposed in several states 
could affect the profession in significant 
ways. •
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